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The Lord speaks: 
 
1. In order to understand the previously given gift more clearly, we must examine the 
circumstances thereof more closely, which induce behaviour such as adultery, harlotry, lechery 
and fornication in its purest form. 
 
2. A person, be it male or female, commits harlotry in all sorts of reveling and splurging, generally 
in everything that induces lust in the individual’s flesh. The same is true for all types of public 
amusements, serving to entice the flesh and foster lustful conditions, for on such occasions the 
people behave in a more unfettered and bold manner compared to their usual constitution. 
Whoever seeks out such amusements and takes part in them already plays the harlot, for thereby 
he is offering sacrifices to his own most dangerous household idol: His flesh. Simultaneously he 
committs adultery against Me, the true bridegroom of life, by breaking the vow of his faith. He is a 
horndog and fornicator; a horndog because he indulges in his flesh, and a fornicator because, by 
these actions, he only begets death, not life. 
 
3. Furthermore, all those who swaddle themselves with modern, soft garments, commit 
fornication in its purest form. For, one might say: “We live in this world, and that is why, for the 
sake of the world, we must follow the fashion trends, otherwise we will be considered poor devils, 
those who fail to heed custom and decency.” Oh you fools! Who is greater, Me or the world? 
However, were I to tell you that, if you pay tribute to the world, I shall repudiate you for eternity, 
will then your foolish world still be worth more than Me, who granted you life and may take it 
away again just as easily, whenever I wish to, for all eternity? The decency of the world you do 
heed, but the decency that I, your God and Lord, surely have the first right to demand of you, 
means nothing to you, and here you believe I will just let that slide. Oh, this leniency of Mine will 
soon come to cost you dearly. The eternal abyss will reveal to you how much leniency I show to 
such worldly fools! One worldly fool says to the other, and one worldly sod says to the other: “Do 
tell, where did you have your tailcoat and legwear made? Ah, this superb cut, a perfect fit, truly 
exquisite! Of course you have certainly grown like an Adonis, everything fits you incredibly well, 
and all of it in line with the latest and newest fashion trend! My goodness, I simply must imitate 
you right away, for only with such refined elegance may one appear as victor in the eyes of those 
most beautiful!” 
 
4. The female sex is even more inclined towards fashion philosophy, for they may spend hours, 
days and even weeks talking about fashion, clothing materials, ribbons etc. without ever 
considering if such foolish and whorish chitchat could indeed be displeasing to Me! But I say: Oh, 
please, do continue with this most foolish clothing whoredom, with this woven idolothyte for your 
reeking flesh, for the house of death of your soul and spirit. With such adorned flesh in particular 
you will please Satan the most; for that is his true aim, that the graves be whitewashed and the 
dunghills gilded. I, however, who delight solely in the adornment of the spirit, will never permit 
such keen fashion and clothing fornicators to enter, for there is nothing that I loathe more than 
fashion heroes and heroines! 
 
5. Truly, even if you people were to walk around in the nude, according to the Parisian fashion 
trend, wearing your shame openly, you could still be saved. However, because you decorate your 



house of death so excessively, you will perish therein eternally! For all of this is utter harlotry and 
adultery, the most despicable lechery and fornication of your own being. It is spiritual suicide, and 
not even in the gardens of heaven grow any herbs with which to cure this folly! For whoever may 
lay with a prostitute, unable to resist the mighty urge within, will usually come to once again after 
the act is done, and, more often than not, will feel remorse for his sinful deed; him shall therefore 
be forgiven, for he realized that he has made a mistake. 
 
6. However, fashionmongers and adorned brats will never come to their senses, will never feel 
remorse, and they consider this disgraceful, arrogant, selfish and over-the-top obscene decking 
out of their house of death not only not a sin, but rather honorable and befitting, and most often 
they feel embarrassed by their skimpy brother or poor sister, yes, take heed! Not seldom they are 
ashamed of their poor parents, and even of Me! They are ashamed of praying to Me, of publicly 
acknowledging My name, simply because they wear a moth sack, according to the latest fashion 
trend!!! 
 
7. I ask you here: Does there exist an even greater form of fornication than the whoredom of 
fashion and clothing? I tell you: Every other type of sinner will gain entry more easily than such 
foolish fashionmongers and adorned sods. To this lot, as they are in their truly Parisian style, the 
gates of heaven shall forever remain closed. Whoever might blaspheme against Me, I may stand 
before and reveal to him how he has blasphemed against Me for no reason at all, and he shall 
realize his mistake and weep, for he had wronged Me. I will forgive him, and he will be a Paul to 
Me! 
 
8. So, what to do with someone evidently ashamed of Me? Truly, for such a one as this I do not 
know a cure! For whenever someone is ashamed of somebody else, he will attempt to avoid that 
individual even more carefully than the plague; and this is the true nature of Satan himself, 
namely, the highly praised sense of shame!! Parents, be sure to impress upon your children a 
massive sense of shame and honor regarding the world, for with this you will set them on the 
most direct path to hell, from which they will have a hard time deviating later down the line! 
Earnestly and strictly instruct the girls to hide their feet out of pure shame, instead highlighting the 
buttocks, as well as keeping the breasts and arms uncovered, according to current fashion trend; 
so, go ahead! This is the perfect way of committing onself to hell! Oh you most foolish people, 
what about the body is more honorable or shameful? Is not the whole of it My creation? Where is 
it written that I added anything disgraceful to it?! 
 
9. You are disgraceful fashion and clothing fornicators, and simply because it is trendy, you 
consider some parts of your body disgraceful and others honorable. And if it were trendy to show 
your nude buttocks and cover the entirety of your face, except for the eyes, you would do it, and 
you would consider your rump the most honorable part of your body! Oh you great fools, you 
most idiotic donkeys and utter hogs, don’t you realize that exactly through this woeful fashion in 
your clothes you are the ones most befooled by hell?! Therefore, finally let go of this greatest of all 
your follies, which in itself suffices to lock you out of heaven forever! 
 
10. If men were to walk around naked amongst themselves, they would be much more meek and 
virtuous; but because they adorn their bodies, so it may look more pleasing, they continually lust 
for carnal pleasure, dooming themselves ever more to death eternal. Who will be able to free 
them from this fate, considering they are starting to be ever more ashamed of their eternal 
Deliverer the more they clothe their bodies according to whatever fashion trends wait around the 
corner? Truly, even robbers, murderers and the naked sodomites will be more likely to behold My 
face than these fashion rascals and adorned brats. This says the poor, with merely necessary 
garments covered, but nonetheless almighty Lord Jesus, amen, amen, amen. 



 
June 13, 1847 – Addendum to… 
What actually are Adulteries, Whoring and Fornication against God? 
 
11. Just as the fashion heroes and their companions, the industry knights too commit utter 
fornication, adultery and the like. In fact, these might just be worse than the fashion heroes and 
heroines, for they are most literally Satan’s right arm, and as such bear his mark upon their 
foreheads and hands. These marks grant them manifold insight, in turn providing them with 
money and zeal. They construct large, artificial workshops, within which, instead of poor men, 
machines toil to quickly produce enormous quantaties of varying goods, such as myriads of 
modern fabrics for clothes, house decorations, as well as a thousand other things for the modern, 
gallant world! In this field the tailors study day and night, seeking to create new styles to lure in 
their customers with. The fashion designers do the same, continually searching for newer, more 
striking designs, as if for them to shout from the rooftops, and with this they lure in their 
customers, always belauding their products as something truly extraordinary! 
 
12. The number of these kinds of people is growing ever more, and in most cases they are without 
faith, religion, conscience and any brotherly love to speak of. To them, a human being is nothing 
more than a mere customer, a consumer, buyers of their articles, should they be able to pay in 
full; if, however, for whatever reason, and more often than not, this is not the case for someone, a 
most relentless execution is visited upon them, and should that fail to cover the claim, then prison 
time will be imposed upon the insolvent one! Exactly according to My words, as I said: “Should you 
lend your money, lend it to the poor, who will be unable to pay you back. This way, you will find an 
eternal treasure in My kingdom! Worry not about what you will eat and drink, and what you will 
clothe your body with, because these are all the things the heathens strive for. You, however, seek 
only the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, which is love and mercy, and everything else will 
be added to you as a gift!” That is My word, that is the Word of God, that is My will, that is the will 
of God! 
 
13. How does the industrial fornication of satan and the world conduct itself in comparison to 
these words of Mine? It is akin to how the lowest hell and the highest heaven behave against one 
another; that is why, in the great, eternal beyond, it is not even necessary to exactly determine 
the reward for such works and the so-called progressive improvement. For such people are 
already standing neck deep in hell, so much so that My holiness cannot get any closer to them! As 
wretched and wicked as they are, My love could shout to them ‘Woe to you’, and it would not 
scare them, and even less so would they repent, instead simply continuing to produce, buy and 
sell even more! 
 
14. Truly, the workshops of this lot shall be most shamefully destroyed, and they themselves will 
be pulled outside with blistering ropes and cast into the eternal sea of My firey wrath! However, I 
shall have mercy and compassion on every sinner; but this lot shall be treated relentlessly, for they 
do always deride My Word with the greatest indifference, like none else would. The soul of such a 
huckster is truly the most atrocious thing of all; he is a foul polyp, seeking to continually devour 
anything and everything he can get a hold of, with a thousand maws. Hence why I revealed in the 
temple as well how pleasant these people are to Me! 
 
15. I have certainly spared every sinner: The guilt of the adulteress I had written into the sand; I 
had my feet salved by a punk (prostitute); I had dinner with a tax collector and a public sinner; I 
cleansed those afflicted with leprosy and harlotry; I had welcomed My traitor as a friend; I 
received the murderer on the cross next to Me into the eternal paradise, and for all those who 
crucified Me and allowed Me to be crucified, I begged the holy Father to forgive them as I was 



dying on the cross Myself. Only the industrial knights were mercilessly thrown out of the temple 
with ropes, and the rich wastrel had to go to hell! >From this you can clearly recognize in what 
graces this lot stands with Me, and will stand forevermore, amen, amen, amen. 


